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Abstract Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) have paved a road for Secondary Users
(SUs) to opportunistically exploit unused spectrum without harming the communica-
tions among Primary Users (PUs). In this paper, practical unicast and convergecast
schemes, which are overlooked by most of the existing works for CRNs, are pro-
posed. We first construct a cell-based virtual backbone for CRNs. Then prove that
SUs have positive probabilities to access the spectrum and the expected one hop de-
lay is bounded by a constant, if the density of PUs is finite. According to this fact,
we proposed a three-step unicast scheme and a two-phase convergecast scheme. We
demonstrate that the induced delay from our proposed Unicast Scheduling (US) al-
gorithm scales linearly with the transmission distance between the source and the
destination. Furthermore, the expected delay of the proposed Convergecast Schedul-
ing (CS) algorithm is proven to be upper bounded by O(logn + √

n/ logn). To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study of convergecast in CRNs. Finally, the
performance of the proposed algorithms is validated through simulations.
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1 Introduction

The inefficient utilization of licensed spectrum and crowded unlicensed spectrum ne-
cessitate a new communication paradigm, named Cognitive Radio Network (CRN).
In CRNs, unlicensed users (Secondary Users) can identify and utilize locally unused
portion of the spectrum without causing unacceptable interference to the licensed
users (Primary Users) (Akyildiz et al. 2006). Numerous efforts have been concen-
trating on single-hop scenarios, including spectrum sensing (Zhang and Tsang 2011;
Kim and Shin 2008), spectrum decision, and spectrum sharing (Huang et al. 2009;
Wang et al. 2008; Shi and Hou 2008; Shu and Krunz 2009; Kasbekar and Sarkar
2010) techniques. Most recently, researchers have realized that multi-hop CRNs have
great potential to improve the spectrum utilization for secondary users. Among those
multi-hop CRNs studies, capacity/throughput/delay scaling laws (Jeon et al. 2008;
Wang et al. 2010; Yin et al. 2010; Li and Dai 2011a, 2011b; Huang and Wang 2011;
Kompella et al. 2011; Sun and Wang 2011; Han and Yang 2011), network connec-
tivity (Ren et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011), routing protocols (Huang et al. 2011;
Shu and Krunz 2010; Pan et al. 2011), and multicast communication (Jin et al. 2010;
Hu et al. 2009) have attracted a lot of attention.

Unicast, multicast, and convergecast are important communication modes under
the multi-hop scenarios. Unicast is a data transmission between data source and data
destination via multi-hops, multicast is to transmit data from a data source to a group
of data destinations, while convergecast is to gather data packets produced by all
of the SUs at a particular time slot to the sink (base station). There are quite a few
works related to unicast and multicast in CRNs (Ren et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011;
Jin et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2009). Most of them focused on the capacity, throughput, and
delay scaling issues under different assumptions. To name some, Jeon et al. (2008)
showed primary and secondary users can simultaneously achieve the same throughput
scaling law if the secondary network is denser than the primary network and the pri-
mary network throughput is subject to a fractional loss. Wang et al. (2010) designed
an optimal-throughput strategy for secondary networks. They showed there exists
a threshold of the density of SUs such that the secondary network can achieve the
multicast capacity of the same order as its stand-alone case. Yin et al. (2010) demon-
strated that both primary and secondary networks can achieve the same capacity and
delay-throughput scaling laws under certain assumptions. Similarly, Huang and Wang
(2011) proposed a hybrid protocol model. The secondary network under this model
can achieve the same throughput and delay scaling as a stand alone network in the
round-robin TDMA manner. Kompella et al. (2011) studied the stable throughput
tradeoffs in CRNs with cooperative relaying. Sun and Wang (2011) demonstrated
that the dissemination latency depends on the stationary spatial distribution and the
mobility capacity of secondary users. Another group of research related to unicast
concentrated on analyzing the CRN connectivity. Dousse et al. (2003) studied the
connectivity of ad hoc networks via the percolation theory. Following the same strat-
egy, the authors in Ren et al. (2010), Wang et al. (2011) exploited the theories and
techniques from continuum percolation and ergodicity. They showed that the scaling
law of the minimum multihop delay is related to the source-destination distance.

Most existing works that address the unicast, broadcast, or/and multicast issues in
CRNs only focus on the theoretical aspects, especially the scaling laws, under some
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assumptions and network conditions. The lack of practical unicast schemes becomes
a bottleneck for real applications to make maximum use of this emerging commu-
nication paradigm. Furthermore, there are no solutions dedicated for convergecast
in CRNs. Therefore, designing practical unicast and convergecast schemes and the-
oretically analyzing their corresponding delay bounds are desirable. In this paper,
we partially fill this gap by proposing practical unicast and convergecast schemes
for CRNs. Meanwhile, we theoretically analyze the delay bounds of the proposed
schemes.

In a CRN, a transmission between two SUs not only suffers from the interference
caused by other concurrent communications in the secondary network, but also is
affected by the activities of the primary users. Thus, the management and schedul-
ing of the secondary network are more challenging. Constructing virtual backbones,
which has brought significant benefits for conventional wireless networks, is a po-
tential solution to manage CRNs (Li et al. 2006; He et al. 2011). By exploiting a
virtual backbone, the routing and topology control issues become much easier, as
well as less communication and storage overhead are incurred. In this paper, a cell
based virtual backbone for the secondary network is constructed. We prove that (i) if
N/A ≤ ∞, where N is the number of PUs in the primary network and A is the size
of the deployed area of the primary network, then the SUs have positive probabilities
to access the spectrum; and (ii) the expected one hop delay in the constructed virtual
backbone is bounded by a constant. Our unicast and convergecast scheduling are de-
signed based on such a virtual backbone. In our Unicast Scheduling (US) algorithm,
the induced delay scales linearly with the distance between the data source and the
data destination, which is consistent with the theoretical scaling laws in Ren et al.
(2010), Wang et al. (2011). In the Convergecast Scheduling (CS) algorithm, the cells
are re-grouped to form concurrent cell sets, that is, multiple cells can be scheduled
to obtain local aggregation values concurrently. These local aggregation values will
be transmitted to the sink level by level along the convergecast tree. Theoretical anal-
ysis shows that the expected delay is upper bounded by O(logn + √

n/ logn). We
evaluate performance of our proposed work by simulations and the results demon-
strate that the proposed algorithms can significantly reduce the incurred unicast and
convergecast delay.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we give the network
model. In Sect. 3, the cell-based virtual backbone is constructed. In Sects. 4 and 5, the
virtual backbone based unicast and convergecast schemes are designed and analyzed,
respectively. In Sect. 6, the performance and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms
are verified. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 7.

2 Preliminaries

In this paper, we consider a dense secondary network which coexists with a primary
network. Both of the networks are deployed in a square area A and they share the
same time, space, and spectrum.

Primary network For a primary network, N < ∞ Primary Users (PUs) (licensed
users), denoted by S1, S2, . . . , SN , are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the
communication between two
secondary users, si and sj

in A. The transmission radius of Si (1 ≤ i ≤ N) is set to R and the interference radius
of Si (1 ≤ i ≤ N) is RI = ρp · R, where ρp ≥ 1. τ is defined as a unit of network
time. Furthermore, a data packet can be successfully transmitted in a unit network
time as long as there is no interference.

A generalized probabilistic model is adopted to describe the activities of the
primary network. During a particular time slot, Si (1 ≤ i ≤ N) has probability
pt (0 ≤ pt ≤ 1) to transmit data and pr (0 ≤ pr ≤ 1) to receive data. Note that pt and
pr can be determined accordingly (Ross 2007) under different probabilistic distribu-
tions, such as the Poisson distribution and the Uniform distribution.

Secondary network In a secondary network, n > N Secondary Users (SUs) (unli-
censed users), denoted by s1, s2, . . . , sn, are i.i.d. in A. Each SU is equipped with
one radio and works with a fixed power. The transmission radius of si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is
r and the interference radius is rI = ρs · r , where ρs ≥ 1. Additionally, we assume
the transmission radius of PUs is R = c · r , where c > 0 is a constant. There is a
logical link (edge) between si and sj iff ‖si − sj‖ ≤ r , where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean
distance between them. Clearly, the topological structure of the secondary network
can be modeled by a graph Gs = (Vs,Es), where Vs = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} is the node set,
and Es is the logical link set.

Since PUs have priority to utilize the spectrum, a logical link between si and sj
does not imply that si and sj can conduct communication. From Fig. 1, even there
is a logical link between si and sj , si cannot successfully transmit data to sj if (i) a
PU located at the circle centered at si with radius rI is receiving some data, e.g. Si

in Fig. 1, or (ii) a PU which is located at the circle centered at sj with radius RI is
transmitting some data, e.g. Sj . In order to accurately define the possible conducted
communications, we define two events as follows, where x ∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, y ∈ R

+,
tx = transmitting some data, and rx = receiving some data.

Definition 1 (E(x, y, tx) and E(x, y, rx)) E(x, y, tx) (respectively, E(x, y, rx)) is
the event that within the circle centered at x of radius y, there is at least one PU
transmitting (respectively, receiving) some data.

Based on Definition 1, we define a directional physical link from si to sj as fol-
lows.

Definition 2 (Physical link) The link from si to sj , denoted by (si , sj ), is a physical
link if (i) there is a logical link in Es between si and sj ; (ii) E(si , rI , rx) = true,
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Fig. 2 A cell based virtual backbone for the secondary network. In (b), the black SUs are selected back-
bone nodes and the other SUs are non backbone nodes. The links from the non backbone nodes to backbone
nodes are omitted for clarity

where E(si , rI , rx) is the complement event of E(si , rI , rx); and (iii) E(sj ,RI , tx) =
true.

In Definition 2, the second condition implies the transmission of si does not inter-
fere any PU which is receiving data. The third condition implies the data reception
at sj is not interfered by any PU which is transmitting data. In the current definition,
si has a spectrum opportunity to transmit data to sj does not imply sj also has such a
spectrum opportunity. However, some network protocols require the receiver to send
back a short acknowledgement packet after successfully receiving a data packet. Then
we define a bidirectional guaranteed physical link for those protocols.

Definition 3 (Guaranteed physical link) The link between si and sj is a guaranteed
physical link if (i) there is a logical link in Es between si and sj ; (ii) link (si , sj ) and
(sj , si) are physical links.

3 Cell-based virtual backbone

3.1 Network partition

We construct a cell-based virtual backbone for the secondary network, which is i.i.d.
in a square A with size A. The network is partitioned into square cells with side

length l =
√

3A logn
n

. Without loss of generality, we assume h = √
A/l is an integer.

Additionally, we assume the communication radius of a SU r = 2
√

2l, which implies
the SUs in a cell can transmit data to the SUs in the neighboring cells via one hop.
For example, we partition the secondary network shown in Fig. 2(a) into 16 cells.
Each cell is assigned coordinates (i, j) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ h) for easy presentation, where i

and j indicate this cell is located at the i-th column and j -th row respectively ((1,1)

is assigned to the left-bottom-most cell). Furthermore, we use S(Ci,j ) to denote the
set of SUs locating in cell Ci,j .

Then, the following lemma can be obtained.
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Lemma 1 Let Z be a variable representing the number of SUs within any cell. Then,
the following statements are true: (i) Z satisfies the binomial distribution with pa-

rameters (n, l2

A
) and the expectation of Z E[Z] = 3 logn; (ii) it is almost sure that

Z ≤ 8 logn, i.e. it is almost sure no cell contains more than 8 logn SUs; and (iii) it is
almost sure that Z ≥ logn/5.

Proof (i) Since all the SUs are i.i.d. in A, the number of SUs in a cell satisfies the
binomial distribution with parameters (n, l2

A
) and E[Z] = n · l2

A
= 3 logn.

(ii) Applying the Chernoff bound and for any γ > 0, we have

Pr(Z ≥ 8 logn) ≤ min
γ>0

E[eγZ]
e8γ logn

= min
γ>0

(l2eγ /A + 1 − l2/A)n

e8γ logn
(1)

= min
γ>0

e(3eγ −3−8γ ) logn. (2)

Let γ = 1, we have

Pr(Z ≥ 8 logn) ≤ e(3e−11) logn ≤ e−2 logn ≤ e−2 lnn = 1

n2
. (3)

∑
n≥1

1
n2 = π2

6 is the Riemann Zeta function with parameter 2. According to the

Borel–Cantelli Lemma, Pr(Z ≥ 8 logn) ∼ 0, i.e. it is almost sure that the number of
SUs within any cell is no more than 8 logn.

(iii) Similarly, applying the Chernoff bound and for any γ < 0, we have Pr(Z ≤
logn

5 ) ≤ minγ<0
E[eγZ]
eγ logn/5 ≤ 1

n2 (γ = −2). Therefore, statement (iii) is true. �

Based on Lemma 1, it is reasonable to take 8 logn and logn/5 as the upper and
lower bounds respectively of the number of SUs in a cell.

3.2 Virtual backbone construction

After partitioning the secondary network into cells, we randomly choose a SU in each
cell as the backbone node. For convenience, let B(Ci,j ) be the selected backbone
node in cell Ci,j . Subsequently, a virtual backbone for the secondary network can
be constructed by (i) connecting the backbone nodes within transmission range; and
(ii) connecting all the non backbone nodes and the backbone node within the same
cell. For the secondary network in Fig. 2(a), a virtual backbone is constructed in
Fig. 2(b).

Before studying the one-hop delay for the virtual backbone, Lemma 2 is proven
first which calculates the probability that the number of PUs in an area with size Λ is
above a bound.

Lemma 2 Let Z be the random variable representing the number of PUs in an area
with size Λ. Then, for any γ > 0, Pr(Z ≥ a) ≤ minγ>0 exp[NΛ

A
(eγ − 1) − γ a].
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Fig. 3 The intersection part of
two circles

Proof Similar as the proof of Lemma 1, Z is a random variable satisfying the bino-
mial distribution with parameters (N, Λ

A
). Therefore, applying the Chernoff bound,

we obtain Pr(Z ≥ a) ≤ minγ>0
E[eγZ]

eγ a ≤ minγ>0 exp[NΛ
A

(eγ − 1) − γ a]. �

Lemma 3 Let φ = 24πρ2
s N logn

n
, ϕ = 24πc2ρ2

pN logn

n
, α = φ−2 logn

1−lnφ−1 , β = ϕ−2 logn

1−lnϕ−1 ,
N < ∞ and n → ∞. Then, (i) it is almost sure that the number of PUs within a
circle with radius rI is no more than α, where α is a constant value; (ii) it is almost
sure that the number of PUs within a circle with radius RI is no more than β , where
β is a constant value.

Proof (i) The area of a circle with radius rI is πr2
I = πρ2

s r2 = 24πρ2
s A logn

n
. Let Z be

the number of PUs within this circle. Then, from Lemma 2, we have

Pr(Z ≥ α) ≤ min
γ>0

exp

[
N

A
· 24πρ2

s A logn

n
(eγ − 1) − γ α

]
(4)

= min
γ>0

exp[φ(eγ − 1) − γ α]. (5)

Let γ = ln α
φ

. Then, Pr(Z ≥ α) ≤ exp(α − φ − α ln α
φ
). When n → ∞ and N < ∞,

φ = O(
logn

n
) → 0, φ−1 = O( n

logn
) → ∞, lnφ−1 = O(ln n

logn
) → ∞, and α =

O(
logn

ln(n/ logn)
) → constant. It follows that Pr(Z ≥ α) ∼ 0, that is, it is almost sure

that the number of PUs within a circle with radius rI is no more than a constant α.
(ii) Similar as the proof in (i), we can prove that Pr(Z ≥ β) ∼ 0. �

Let xi, xj ∈ Vs and yi, yj ∈ R
+ (R+ is the set of positive real numbers). Define

S(xi, yi, xj , yj ) as the intersection part of the circle centered at xi with radius yi

and the circle centered at xj with radius yj . For instance, the shaded area is the
intersection part of the two shown circles (Fig. 3). Then, for ∀si , sj ∈ Vs , suppose
there is a logical link between si and sj in the constructed virtual backbone. We
can obtain the one-hop delay for a data transmission between si and sj as shown in
Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (i) During a time slot, the probability pp that there is a physical link
from si to sj satisfies pp ≥ (1 − pr)

α · (1 − pt)
β . It follows that the expected delay
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Fig. 4 The spectrum
opportunity for a guaranteed
physical link

of a data transmission from si to sj is less than τ/pp; (ii) during a time slot, the
probability pg that a guaranteed physical link formed between si and sj satisfies

pg ≥ (1−pr)
2α−αc · (1−pt )

2β−βc , where αc is the number of PUs in S(si , rI , sj , rI )

and βc is the number of PUs in S(si ,RI , sj ,RI ). The expected delay of a guaranteed
data transmission between si and sj is less than τ/pg .

Proof (i) Based on Lemma 3, pp = Pr[a logical link between si and sj changes to a
physical link] ≥ (1 − pr)

α · (1 − pt)
β . That is, the expected delay of a data transmis-

sion from si to sj is upper bounded by τ/pp .
(ii) As shown in Fig. 4, the receiving activities of PUs locating at S(si , rI , sj , rI )

may be interfered by both si and sj . On the other hand, the transmitting activities
of PUs locating at S(si ,RI , sj ,RI ) may interfere both si and sj . Let αc and βc be
the numbers of PUs within S(si , rI , sj , rI ) and S(si ,RI , sj ,RI ), respectively. Then,
pg = Pr[a logical link between si and sj changes to a guaranteed physical link] ≥
(1 − pr)

2α−αc · (1 − pt)
2β−βc . It follows that the expected delay of a guaranteed

data transmission between si and sj is upper bounded by τ/pg . �

From Theorem 1, we know that (i) if N/A ≤ ∞, the SUs have positive probabili-
ties to access the spectrum; and (ii) if the SUs have positive probabilities to access the
spectrum, the expected one hop delay in the constructed virtual backbone is bounded
by a constant.

4 Virtual backbone based unicast

In this section, we design a Unicast Scheme (US) based on the constructed virtual
backbone and analyze the delay performance of US. First, we formally define the
unicast problem as follows.

Definition 4 (Unicast problem) The unicast problem deals with the problem of trans-
mitting one data packet from a data source si ∈ Vs to a data destination sj ∈ Vs over
multiple hops.

For a unicast task, assume su ∈ Ci,j is the data source and sv ∈ Ci′,j ′ is the data des-
tination. Then, a Unicast Scheme (US) based on the constructed virtual backbone is
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Algorithm 1 The unicast scheme
Require: the virtual backbone of the secondary network, the data source su, the

destination sv
1: su transmits the data packet to B(Ci,j )

2: construct a shortest data transmission path from B(Ci,j ) to B(Ci′,j ′) through the
virtual backbone, denoted by B(Ci,j ) ↔ B2(·) ↔ ·· · ↔ BH−2(·) ↔ B(Ci′,j ′)

3: B(Ci,j ) forwards the data packet to B(Ci′,j ′) along the constructed shortest path
4: B(Ci′,j ′) forwards the data packet to sv

shown in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, the constructed path from su to sv is assumed
to be H hops.

Since we have analyzed the one hop delay performance for the constructed virtual
backbone, the following Theorem can be obtained.

Theorem 2 Let H be the number of hops from su to sv in US and D(su, sv) be the
physical distance between su and sv . Then, (i) if the unicast transmissions are over
physical links, the expected delay of US is less than Hτ

pp
and ∃0 < ξ < ∞ such that it

is almost sure

lim
D(su,sv)→∞

Hτ

ppD(su, sv)
= ξ ; (6)

(ii) if the unicast transmissions are over guaranteed physical links, the expected delay
of US is less than Hτ

pg
and ∃0 < ξ < ∞ such that it is almost sure

lim
D(su,sv)→∞

Hτ

pgD(su, sv)
= ξ. (7)

Proof (i) From Theorem 1, it is straightforward that the expected delay of US is
less than Hτ

pp
if the communications are conducted over physical links. Furthermore,

according to the construction process of the cell-based virtual backbone, from any
backbone node B(Ci,j ) to any other backbone node B(Ci′,j ′), the number of hops of

a shortest path is upper bounded by �
√

A
l

� = h. It follows that the number of hops
from su to sv in US in upper bounded by h + 2. Additionally, D(su, sv) → ∞ ⇔
A → ∞ ⇔ H ≤ h + 2 → ∞. Therefore, ∃0 < ξ < ∞ such that it is almost sure
limD(su,sv)→∞ Hτ

ppD(su,sv)
= ξ .

(ii) By a similar method as in (i), the conclusions in (ii) can be proven. �

From Theorem 2, when SUs have a positive probability to access the spectrum,
then the induced delay of US scales linearly with the distance between the data source
and the data destination, which is consistent with the theoretical scaling laws in Ren
et al. (2010), Wang et al. (2011).
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5 Virtual backbone based convergecast

5.1 Problem definition

At a particular time instant, we assume each SU produces a data packet and the union
of all the data packets is called a snapshot. In this section, we study the virtual back-
bone based convergecast scheduling, where multiple data packets can be aggregated
into one data packet by some aggregation function, e.g. MIN, MAX, SUM, and the
final aggregation value of a snapshot will be transmitted to the sink (base station).

Let X and Y be two subsets of Vs and X ∩ Y = ∅. The data of the SUs in X

is said to be aggregated to the SUs in Y during a time slot if (i) there are spectrum
opportunities for the SUs in X, and (ii) all the SUs in X can transmit their data packets
to the SUs in Y simultaneously and interference-freely during a time slot. Then, the
convergecast problem can be formally defined as follows.

Definition 5 (Convergecast problem) We seek a convergecast schedule which is
a sequent of transmitter sets A1,A2, . . . ,Am such that (i) ∀i �= j , Ai ∩ Aj = ∅;
(ii)

⋃m
i=1 Ai = Vs \ {s}, where s is a SU which is serving as the sink; and (iii) data

can be aggregated from Aj to Vs \ ⋃j

i=1 Ai at time slot j for j = 1,2, . . . ,m and the
final aggregation value of a snapshot can be obtained at s during time slot m.

5.2 Concurrent cell set

When seek the data aggregation schedule, we want as many SUs as possible to initiate
data transmissions simultaneously as long as they have spectrum opportunities. Let
d ∈ R

+ be a positive constant and C be a set of SUs such that ∀si, sj ∈ C, if si �= sj ,
‖si − sj‖ = b · d , where b ∈ Z

+ is a positive integer. When all the SUs in C have
spectrum opportunities simultaneously, the following Lemma 4 shows the condition
on d that all the SUs in C can conduct data transmissions concurrently.

Lemma 4 If d > r + rI , then all the nodes in C can conduct data transmissions as
long as the spectrum is available.

Proof Suppose the spectrum is available for all the SUs in C and they conduct data
transmissions simultaneously. Then, ∀si , sj ∈ C, assuming the receiver of sj is s′

j .
According to the network model defined in Sect. 2, if d > r + rI , then ‖si − s′

j‖ > rI

as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, si does not interfere s′
j . By the same method, we can

show all the transmissions initiated by the SUs in C are interference free, i.e. the
lemma is true. �

Similar as Lemma 4, the following lemma, which states the condition on d that all
the SUs in C can conduct guaranteed data transmissions concurrently, can be derived.

Lemma 5 If d > 2r + rI , then all the nodes in C can conduct data transmissions as
long as the spectrum is available.
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Fig. 5 The distance between si
and s′

j

Following Lemmas 4 and 5, let d1 = � r+rI +ε
l

� and d2 = � 2r+rI +ε
l

�, where ε is an
arbitrary small positive value. Furthermore, define Si,j = {Ci′,j ′ |i′ ∈ {i + k · (d1 + 1) :
k ∈ Z}, j ′ ∈ {j + k · (d1 + 1) : k ∈ Z},1 ≤ i′, j ′ ≤ h} and S

′
i,j = {Ci′,j ′ |i′ ∈ {i + k ·

(d2 + 1) : k ∈ Z}, j ′ ∈ {j + k · (d2 + 1) : k ∈ Z},1 ≤ i′, j ′ ≤ h}, where Z is the integer
set. Then, the following Corollary 1, which states the cells that can conduct data
transmissions concurrently, can be obtained.

Corollary 1 All the cells in Si,j can conduct data transmissions concurrently without
interference as long as they have spectrum opportunities. All the cells in S

′
i,j can

conduct guaranteed data transmissions concurrently without interference as long as
they have spectrum opportunities.1

For convenience, we call Si,j (respectively, S
′
i,j ) a concurrent cell set (respec-

tively, guaranteed concurrent cell set). Let κ = min{d1 + 1, h} (respectively, κ ′ =
min{d2 + 1, h}). Then, according to Corollary 1, the h2 cells of the secondary net-
work can be partitioned into κ2 concurrent cell sets Si,j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ κ) (respectively,
κ ′2 guaranteed concurrent cell sets S

′
i,j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ κ ′)) with the SUs in each con-

current cell set being able to conduct data transmissions (respectively, guaranteed
data transmissions) simultaneously without interference. For example, if d1 = 2 and
h = 8, the network shown in Fig. 6 can be partitioned into 9 concurrent cell sets.

5.3 Convergecast scheduling

According to the defined (guaranteed) concurrent cell sets, we propose a virtual back-
bone based Convergecast Scheduling (CS) algorithm in this subsection. Without loss
of generality and loosing only a constant factor, we assume s = B(Ch,h), i.e. B(Ch,h)

is the sink. Furthermore, for simplicity, we define Li = {Ci,j : i ≤ j ≤ h} ∪ {Cj,i : i ≤
j ≤ h} for (1 ≤ i ≤ h). Then, we construct a directional convergecast tree T with the
following steps: (i) in each cell Ci,j , all the SUs in S(Ci,j ) \ {B(Ci,j )} transmit their
data packets to B(Ci,j ), i.e. connect all the SUs in S(Ci,j ) \ {B(Ci,j )} with B(Ci,j )

as their parent node; (ii) connect B(Ci,j ) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ h − 1) with B(Ci+1,j+1) as its

1In this paper, a cell conducts a data transmission (respectively, guaranteed data transmission) means a SU
in this cell conducts a data transmission (respectively, guaranteed data transmission) to another SU in this
cell or in neighboring cells.
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Fig. 6 Concurrent cell sets of a
secondary network
(h = 8, d1 = 2). The number
inside each cell indicates the
concurrent cell set it belongs to.
The cells with the same number
come from the same concurrent
cell set

parent node; (iii) connect B(Ch,j ) (1 ≤ j ≤ h−1) with B(Ch,j+1) as its parent node;
and (iv) connect B(Ci,h) (1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1) with B(Ci+1,h) as its parent node.

Based on the convergecast tree T , the CS is shown in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2
consists of two phases. The first phase is the local data aggregation scheduling phase,
where all the non backbone nodes in each cell transmit their data packets to their con-
nected backbone nodes. The second phase is the virtual backbone based convergecast
scheduling phase, where all the backbone nodes transmit the local aggregation values
to their parents level by level.

Algorithm 2 The convergecast scheme
Require: the secondary network, the virtual backbone, the sink

{Phase I: Local Data Aggregation Scheduling}
1: for i = 1; i ≤ κ/κ ′; i + + do
2: for j = 1; j ≤ κ/κ ′; j + + do
3: schedule all the cells in Si,j (S′

i,j ) simultaneously: ∀Cu,v ∈ Si,j (S′
i,j ), all

the SUs in S(Cu,v) \ {B(Cu,v)} transmit their data packets to B(Cu,v) se-
quentially, until B(Cu,v) has obtained the final local aggregation value of all
the data packets produced in cell Cu,v

4: end for
5: end for

{Phase II: Virtual Backbone based Convergecast Scheduling}
6: for k = 1; k ≤ h; k + + do
7: for i = 1; i ≤ κ/κ ′; i + + do
8: for j = 1; j ≤ κ/κ ′; j + + do
9: schedule all the cells in Si,j ∩ Lk (S′

i,j ∩ Lk) simultaneously: ∀Cu,v ∈
Si,j ∩ Lk (S′

i,j ∩ Lk), B(Cu,v) aggregates all the data packets it received
and transmits an aggregation value to its parent SU along the convergecast
tree T

10: end for
11: end for
12: end for
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In the following, we analyze the delay performance of CS. From Lemma 1, the
average number of SUs in a cell is 3 logn, which is referred as the average case, and
the maximize number of SUs in a cell is 8 logn, which is referred as the worst case.
Then, the following Theorem 3 which shows the delay performance of CS can be
obtained.

Theorem 3 (i) When the convergecast is carried over physical links, the expected

delay of CS is less than 3τκ2 logn
pp

+ (2κ−1)hτ
pp

= O(logn + √
n/ logn) in the average

case and less than 8τκ2 logn
pp

+ (2κ−1)hτ
pp

= O(logn + √
n/ logn) in the worst case.

(ii) Similarly, when the convergecast is carried over guaranteed physical links, the

expected delay of CS is less than 3τκ ′2 logn
pg

+ (2κ ′−1)hτ
pg

= O(logn+√
n/ logn) in the

average case and less than 8τκ ′2 logn
pg

+ (2κ ′−1)hτ
pg

= O(logn+√
n/ logn) in the worst

case.

Proof (i) In the first phase, all the cells in a concurrent cell set can conduct data ag-
gregations concurrently. Within each cell, all the non backbone nodes transmit their
data to the backbone node in that cell, which takes less than 3τ logn

pg
time in the aver-

age case and less than 8τ logn
pg

time in the worst case. We have κ2 concurrent cell sets,

which implies the expected time of the first phase is less than 3τκ2 logn
pp

in the average

case and less than 8τκ2 logn
pp

in the worst case. In the second phase, all the backbone
nodes convergecast their data to the sink level by level along the convergecast tree. In
each level, the cells come from at most 2κ −1 concurrent cell sets based on the defini-
tion of concurrent cell sets. Since the convergecast tree has h levels, it follows that the

expected time consumption is at most (2κ−1)hτ
pp

in both the average case and the worst
case. In summary, when the convergecast is carried over physical links, the expected

delay of CS is less than 3τκ2 logn
pp

+ (2κ−1)hτ
pp

= O(logn + √
n/ logn) in the average

case and less than 8τκ2 logn
pp

+ (2κ−1)hτ
pp

= O(logn + √
n/ logn) in the worst case.

(ii) By a similar method in (i), the conclusions in (ii) are true. �

6 Simulation and analysis

In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed schemes via simula-
tions. For the system parameters, we denote them by the same symbols as before.
For instance, n/N is the number of secondary/primary users, r/R is the transmission
radius of a SU/PU, rI /RI is the interference radius of a SU/PU, pt/pr is the prob-
ability that a PU becomes to a transmitter/receiver during a time slot. Moreover, we
define ρ = r2 · n/A as the communication density of the SUs. The proposed scheme
is compared with Coolest routing algorithm (Huang et al. 2011), which is published
recently. In Coolest, the path with the most balanced and/or the lowest spectrum
utilization by the PUs is preferred for a data transmission. We modify the Coolest
routing algorithm to form a data aggregation tree by determining a path from each
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Fig. 7 Performances of US and Coolest under different system parameters. Without specification, the
default settings are ρ = 4, n = 400, N = 150, r = 10, rI = 10, R = 15, RI = 15, pt = 0.3, pr = 0.3, and
T = 20

SU to the sink. The proposed convergecast scheduling scheme is compared with a
modified version of Coolest. The value reported in simulations is the average value
across 100 runs.

Figure 7 demonstrates the unicast performance between US and Coolest. Sup-
pose there are T unicast tasks in the secondary network. Figure 7(a)–(g) show
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Fig. 7 (Continued)

that the delays of US and Coolest increase with any individual parameter from
{n,N, rI ,RI ,pt ,pr , T } increase. US outperforms Coolest in all the cases. To be
specific, US induces 73.58%, 59%, 55.65%, 63%, 60.17%, 59.35% and 61.54% less
delay compared with Coolest on average for parameters n,N, rI ,RI ,pt ,pr and T ,
respectively. The reason that US has a better performance than Coolest is because:
(i) in Coolest, the path with the lowest spectrum utilization by the PUs is preferred
for a data transmission. Therefore, the path with more spectrum opportunities will be-
come crowded in Coolest because will schedule T = 20 unicast tasks simultaneously
and these unicast tasks preferred the common links with more spectrum opportuni-
ties; (ii) in US, we conduct unicast transmissions over the shortest path through the
cell-based virtual backbone. When multiple unicast tasks are scheduled simultane-
ously, the cells from a (guaranteed) concurrent cell set can transmit data concurrently
according to Corollary 1. This accelerates the data transmission process of US.

Figure 8 shows the performance comparison of convergecast. We randomly choose
one backbone node as the sink and all the data of a snapshot will be aggregated to
the sink. Figure 8(a)–(f) show that the delays of US and Coolest increase with the
any individual parameter from {n,N, rI ,RI ,pt ,pr} increase. Again, US outperforms
Coolest in all the cases. US induces 108.01%, 72.45%, 48.32%, 58%, 51.65% and
67.59% less delay compared with Coolest on average for parameters n,N, rI ,RI ,pt ,
and pr , respectively.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we first construct a cell-based virtual backbone for a CRN. By theo-
retical analysis, we prove that the expected one hop delay in the constructed virtual
backbone is upper bounded by a constant if the density of PUs is finite. Secondly,
based on the constructed virtual backbone, we propose a Unicast Scheduling (US) al-
gorithm. The induced delay of US scales linearly with the distance between the data
source and the data destination. Thirdly, we propose a two-phase virtual backbone
based Convergecast Scheduling (CS) algorithm. Theoretical analysis of CS shows
that its expected delay is upper bounded by O(logn + √

n/ logn). The simulation
results also indicate that the proposed algorithms can finish the unicast and converge-
cast tasks effectively.
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Fig. 8 Performances of CS and Coolest under different parameters. Without specification, the default
settings are ρ = 4, n = 400, N = 150, r = 10, R = 15, pt = 0.3, and pr = 0.3
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